
10/24 
called to order 3:48 
officers: 
parny, nothing 
coleman, speaking later 
loren, needs to talk to people interested in running for state 
coleman, hope, and maybe stefan interested in running for state 
club elections after state!!!!!! 
only 4 people running for state at west but no one else wants to 
henry, no updates even though he SHOULD says mags 
zavos is being ignored 
mags has applied for a grant through the philanthropic club at west for state  
30-50 going to state! 
mags has been selling snacks to get scholarships for state and it’s not enough this year 
sabrina says come to certamin!!!!!!!!! 
recap: spirits are hippies and cereal. why?? we don’t know 
loren has an idea for the cereal spirit: invent cereal brand and make it classical. 
cole wants to merge it: board members represents certain brand of cereal and then each grade 
can be a cereal related thing  
coleman, parny and hope have a cereal list: trix, frosted flakes, cocoa puffs, fruity pebbles. 
we could have tie dye shirts 
mags has a tiger costume if we do frosted flakes. it’s a lil weird 
let’s start narrowing down this list! 
no cocoa puffs, lucky charms, invent our own 
everyone gets 1 vote 
fruity pebbles win 
woodstock idea for the 70s BC 
loren has an idea. not a good one but one. he wants us to be conservative  
all delegates be hippies and board members are famous 70s symbols  
hippies with tie dye shirts and picket signs or silent protest 
yemi is jimmy hendrix 
YEMI IS THE ONLY BLACK PERSON IN LATIN CLUB 
sabrina is the only asian person, WEST LATIN DO BETTER 
megan is helen and coleman is bogus 
where are we keeping the chariot?? 
there is an interest in convention so spread the word!!!! 
war machine has been announce. boat made out of aluminum, 12 by 6, make it before state 
motion to adjourn 4:20 OKURRRRR 
 
 
 
 
 


